In distributed object systems, it is desirable to enable migration of objects between locations, e.g., in order to support efficient resource allocation. Existing approaches build complex routing infrastructures to handle object-to-object communication, typically on top of IP, using, e.g., message forwarding chains or centralized object location servers. These solutions are costly and problematic in terms of efficiency, overhead, and correctness. We show how location independent routing can be used to implement object overlays with complex messaging behavior in a sound, fully abstract, and efficient way, on top of an abstract network of processing nodes connected point-to-point by asynchronous channels. We consider a distributed object language with futures, essentially lazy return values. Futures are challenging in this context due to the global consistency requirements they impose. The key conclusion is that execution in a decentralized, asynchronous network can preserve the standard, network-oblivious behavior of objects with futures, in the sense of contextual equivalence. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first such result in the literature. We also believe the proposed execution model may be of interest in its own right in the context of large-scale distributed computing.
A central problem is how to efficiently handle object and task mobility. In a mobile setting, some form of application-level routing is needed for inter-object messages to reach their destinations. Various approaches have been considered in the literature; Sewell et al. [14] provide a comprehensive survey. One common implementation strategy is to use some form of centralized, replicated, or decentralized object location register, either for forwarding or for address lookup. In general, we consider a mechanism for object mobility with the following properties desirable:
Low stretch In stable state, the ratio between actual and optimal route lengths (costs) should be small.
Compactness
The space required at each node for storing route information should be small (sublinear in the number of destinations).
Self-stabilization
Even when started in a transient state, computations should proceed correctly, and converge to a stable state.
Observe that this precludes the use of locks.
Decentralization To enable scaling to large networks, routes and next-hop destinations should be computed in a decentralized fashion, at the individual nodes, and not rely on a centralized facility.
Existing solutions are quite far from meeting these requirements: location registers (centralized or decentralized) and pointer forwarding regimes both preclude low stretch, and the use of locks precludes self-stabilization. We suggest that the root of the difficulties lies in a fundamental mismatch between the information used for search and identification (typically, object identifiers, OIDs), and the information used for routing, namely, host identifiers, typically IP addresses. If we were to route messages not to the destination location, but instead to the destination object, it should be possible to build object network overlays which much better fit the desiderata laid out above. In earlier work [5] , we show that this indeed appears to be true. The key idea is to use a form of location independent (also known as flat, or name independent) routing [1, 9] that allows messages to be routed directly to the called object, independently of the physical node on which that object is currently executing. In this way, a lot of the overhead and performance constraints associated with object mobility can be eliminated, including latency and bandwidth overhead due to looking up, querying, updating, and locking object location databases, and overhead due to increased traffic for, e.g., message forwarding.
We explore this idea in the context of a simple object-based language, mABS, with asynchronous message passing and futures. In our context, futures can be viewed as lazy return values for method calls. The mABS language, defined in Section 3, is closely related to the asynchronous fragment of the ABS (Abstract Behavioral Specification) language core [10] , developed in the EU FP7 HATS project. The question we raise is how program behavior is affected by execution in the networked model, as compared to execution according to a more standard, network-oblivious "reference" semantics given in the style of rewriting logic [3] in Section 4. To this end, we give a maximally nondeterministic network-aware semantics of mABS in Section 6.
We allow futures to be transmitted as arguments in remote method calls, which introduces complications in a distributed setting. If an object receives a placeholder, there must be some way for the object to also receive the associated value, e.g., through the caller forwarding it or through querying some centralized lookup server. Thus, it would seem likely that location independent routing could be useful for propagation of values for futures, and as we show in this paper, indeed this is so. In order for the network-aware implementation to be correct (sound and fully abstract) we must be able to show that future assignments are unique and can propagate correctly to all objects needing the assignment. In this work, we use an eager forward-based strategy [2, 7] for future propagation, where values are sent along the flow of futures as soon as they are computed.
Our main result is that the reference semantics and the networkaware semantics with eager forwarding of futures correspond in the sense of contextual equivalence [12] . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first such result in the literature, interesting in itself, as it shows that the network-aware semantics captures the abstract behavior very accurately, allowing many high-level conclusions about a program to transfer to a networked realization. The proof of the main result relies on a normal form construction, described in Section 9, which uses two procedures. The first procedure rewrites a well-formed configuration into an equivalent form where routes are optimal and messages in transit in the network have been forwarded as far as possible. The second procedure uses the first to rewrite to a form where, in addition, all object-bound messages have been received and processed and where all objects have been migrated to a single node. The correctness of the normalization process gives a Church-Rosser like property-that transitions in the network-aware semantics commute with normalization. Normalization brings configurations in the network-aware semantics close to the form of configurations in the reference semantics, allowing the argument to be completed in Section 10. Proofs and some details are deferred to a technical report [4] .
Notation
We sometimes use a vectorized notation to abbreviate sequences; x abbreviates a sequence x1, . . . , xn, possibly empty. Let g : A → B be a finite map. The update operation for
We use ⊥ for bottom elements, and A ⊥ for the lifted set with partial order such that a b if and only if either a = b ∈ A or else a = ⊥. Also, if x is a variable ranging over A, we often use x ⊥ as a variable ranging over A ⊥ . For g a function g : A → B ⊥ , we write g(a) ↓ if g(a) ∈ B, and g(a) ↑ if g(a) = ⊥. The product of sets (flat CPOs) A and B is A × B with pairing (a, b) and projections π1 and π2.
The mABS Language
We define mABS, short for milli-ABS, a small, distributed, objectbased language with asynchronous calls and futures. Its syntax is given in Figure 1 . mABS extends the language of message-passing processes from earlier work [5] class Server() { , serve(x) { s1, s2, f1, f2, r1, r2, if small(x) { return process(x) } else { s1 = new Server(); s2 = new Server(); f1 = s1!serve(hi(x)); f2 = s2!serve(lo(x)); r1 = f1.get; r2 = f2.get; return combine(r1, r2) } } } { s, f, r, s = new Server(); f = s!serve(1537); r = f.get }
Figure 2. mABS program example
Methods have parameters x, local variable declarations y and a statement body s. We assume that variables have unique declarations. Expression syntax is left open, but includes the constant self. Expressions e are side-effect free when evaluated. Statements include constructs for sequential control, as well as for asynchronous method invocation, object creation, and retrieval of values associated with futures (get statements).
Example 3.1. Suppose that we have combine(hi(v),lo(v)) = process(v) for integers v. In the class Server in the program in Figure 2 , the method serve returns immediately if its argument is small. Otherwise, two new servers are spawned, and the upper and lower tranches delegated to those respective servers. The results are then retrieved, combined, and returned. In the main block, a call to serve on a server object results in a future identifier, stored in the variable f, which is then used to retrieve the actual result, stored in the variable r. The original call spawns more server objects, which, in a network-aware implementation, can move to other nodes to balance load.
Reference Semantics
We first present an abstract reference semantics for mABS in the style of rewriting logic. The semantics uses a reduction relation cn → cn where cn and cn are configurations, as determined by the runtime syntax in Figure 3 . Later on, we introduce different configurations and transition relations, and so refer to configurations of "type 1" for this first semantics when we need to disambiguate. With respect to the runtime syntax, is the subterm relation, and we use disjoint, denumerable sets of object identifiers o ∈ OID, future identifiers f ∈ FID, and primitive values p ∈ PVal . Values v are either primitive values, OIDs, or FIDs. Configurations are multisets of containers. Configuration juxtaposition is assumed to be commutative and associative with unit 0. In addition, we assume two standard structural identities: bind z.0 = 0, and, when z is not free in cn2, bind z.(cn1 cn2) = (bind z.cn1) cn2. We use a vectorized notation bind z.cn, letting bind ε.cn = cn where ε is the empty sequence. The structural identities allow us to rewrite each configuration into a standard form bind z.cn such that each z in z occurs free in cn, and cn has no occurrences of the binding operator bind.
Task containers are used for method body elaboration, and future containers are used as centralized stores for assignments to futures. Task and object environments l and a, respectively, map task and object variables to values. Task environments are aware of a special variable ret that a task can use in order to identify its return future. Upon method invocation, a task environment is initialized using the operation locals(o, f, m, v) which maps the formal parameters of method m in the class of o to the corresponding arguments in v, initializes the method local variables to suitable null values, and maps ret to f , the return future of the task being created. Object environments are initialized using the operation init(C, v, o), which maps the parameters of the class C to v, self to o, and initializes variables as above. We use the operation body(o, m) to retrieve the statement s in the definition of m in the class of o, and e (a,l) ∈ Val is used for evaluating the expression e in object environment a and task environment l.
We present the reduction rules in Figure 4 , where we assume sequential statement composition is associative with unit skip. The rules use the notation cn cn → cn as shorthand for cn cn → cn cn . A method call causes a new future identifier to be created, along with its future container, with lifted value initialized to ⊥. Future instantiation is done when return statements are evaluated, and get statements cause the evaluating task to hang until the value associated with the future is defined, and then store that value. Object creation (new) statements cause new objects to be created along with their OIDs.
Executions of programs in the semantics are sequences of configurations derived by the rules, starting from an initial configuration, as defined below.
; while e {s1}; s) where linit is the initial task environment assigning suitable default values to the variables in x, and linit (ret) = finit .
We next define a set of conditions for determining whether a configuration is "reasonable", and thus will not behave in an unexpected way under the rules, after first making precise when a future f is active-intuitively, when f can possibly be used in get statements in tasks-for some object. 
Well-formedness holds for initial configurations and is preserved under reduction. This is important, as it ensures that objects and futures are defined uniquely, and that, e.g., tasks are defined only along with their accompanying object. The Single Writer property ensures that only the task that was spawned along with some given future is able to assign to that future, and hence, if the task has not yet returned, the future remains uninstantiated. Future Existence ensures that whenever an object has access to an FID, there exists a corresponding future container which either already contains a value or has the potential to contain one in the future.
Type 1 Contextual Equivalence
Our approach to implementation correctness uses contextual equivalence [12] , which requires of a pair of equivalent configurations, firstly, that the internal transition relation → is preserved in both directions, and secondly, that the relation is preserved when adding a context configuration, all while preserving a set of external observations. Assume an OID ext representing the "outside world", not allowed to be bound or defined in any well-formed configuration. An observation, or barb, is a call of the form ext !m(v), ranged over by obs. The observation predicate cn ↓ obs is defined to hold just in case we have
for some cn and f . The derived predicate cn ⇓ obs holds just in case cn → * cn ↓ obs for some cn . Additionally, the converse properties must hold with R −1 for R above 1 . We define type 1 contextual equivalence, 1, as the union of all type 1 witness relations. Additionally, we say that the WF1 configurations cn1 and cn2 are type 1 contextually equivalent whenever cn1 1 cn2, i.e., whenever cn1 R cn2 for some type 1 witness relation R.
Network-Aware Semantics
We now address the problem of efficiently executing mABS programs on an abstract network graph using the location independent routing scheme alluded to in Section 1. In addition to the naming, routing, and object migration issues already addressed previously [5] , the additional challenge is to ensure that futures are correctly assigned and propagated at the network level.
In the network-aware semantics, we assume an explicitly given network of nodes and directional links with which message buffers are associated, modeling a concrete network structure with asynchronous point-to-point message passing. Object execution is localized to each node. As routing information is propagated, internode object-to-object message delivery becomes possible. Objects 1 The usual explicit symmetry requirement is too strong for our purpose.
can migrate between neighboring nodes. The propagation of routing information will automatically lead to routing tables becoming up-to-date. Method calls to an object can be issued if a task can access the OID of the object, and the associated messages can be delivered once a route to the callee becomes known.
We use an eager forward-based strategy for handling future propagation. The central idea of the strategy is that, whenever an object shares a future identifier, the object assumes an obligation to send the associated value to the object with which the future identifier is shared. The value may be unavailable, requiring the use of forwarding lists for futures, stored in the object state. Our objective is to prove that this approach is sound and fully abstract for our network-aware semantics, even though routing may be in an unstable state.
Example 6.1. Figure 5 illustrates program execution in the networkaware semantics. In configuration 1, the object o1 at node u1 makes a call to object o2 with the future f as argument, generating a call message with the fresh future f . Also, o2 is added the forwarding list for f at o1. In configuration 2, the system has routed the call message to u2, where it has been received by o2, adding a task. In addition, o1 is added to the forwarding list for f . In configuration 3, o1 has forwarded the value of f to o2, where it has been used to compute the value v of f . A future message is then sent to o1, enabling the assignment of v to the variable y in configuration 4. In Figure 6 , we present the network-aware mABS runtime syntax, i.e., the shape of the runtime state. We adopt the same syntactical conventions as in Section 4. Tasks are unchanged from Figure 3 . We write t(cn) for the multiset of tasks in cn, i.e., the multiset {tsk | tsk cn}, and o(cn) for the multiset of objects in cn, similarly defined. We also write m(cn) for the multiset {msg | msg cn}.
Figure 6. mABS type 2 runtime syntax
The nodes and links in a configuration cn induce a network graph graph(cn), which contains a vertex u for each node container n(u, t) and an edge (u, u ) for each link l(u, q, u ). The reduction semantics given later does not allow identifiers in nodes or links to be changed, so in the context of any given transition (or, execution), the network graph remains constant. Note that there is no a priori guarantee that the network graph is a well-formed graph. Subsequently, we therefore impose some constraints on the wellformedness of the network graph, namely, that (i) there is at least one vertex, (ii) endpoints of edges exist, (iii) vertices and edges are uniquely determined, (iv) the network graph is reflexive and symmetric, and (v) the network graph is connected.
For routing, we adopt a rudimentary Bellman-Ford distance vector discipline [15] ; better and more complex routing schemes can be used without affecting the results. For a routing table t, t(o) = (u, n) indicates that, as far as t is concerned, there is a path from the current node (the node to which t is attached) to the object o with distance n, that first visits the node u. For simplicity, we only count hops to compute distance. Next hop lookup is performed by the operation nxt(o, t) = π1(t(o)). There is also an operation upd for updating a routing table t by a routing table t received from a neighboring node u, with upd(t, u, t )(o) defined by
Finally, there is an operation reg(o, u, t, n) that returns the routing table t , obtained by registering the object identifier o at t's current node u with distance n, i.e., such that
FIFO message queue operations are standard: hd(q) returns the head of q, enq(msg, q) enqueues a message msg onto the tail of q, and deq(q) returns q with hd(q) removed. If q is empty, then hd(q) = deq(q) = ⊥. Messages in queues have the following forms: Call and future messages are said to be object bound, while table messages and object closure messages are node bound. We define dst(msg), the destination of msg, to be o for a call message or a future message as defined above, and ⊥ in the remaining two cases.
Object containers o(o, a, u, qin, qout) are attached to a node u and equipped with an ingoing (qin) and an outgoing (qout) FIFO message queue, and object environments a are augmented with a mapping of futures f to pairs (v ⊥ , o), where v ⊥ is the lifted value currently associated with f at the current object, and o is a forwarding list, containing the identifiers of the objects subscribing to instantiations of f at the current object. For instance, if π2(a)(f ) = (⊥, o1 o2), the future f is as yet uninstantiated (at the object to which a belongs), and, if f eventually does become instantiated, the instantiation must be forwarded in a future message to o1 and o2. Forwarding does not necessarily happen in the given order, since we consider forwarding lists modulo associativity and commutativity with the empty list ε as unit. We use the following notation and auxiliary operations related to object environments:
• a[v/x] is a with π1(a) replaced by the expected update.
• a[v/f ] updates π2(a) by mapping f to (v, π2(a(f ))), i.e., the assigned value is updated and the forwarding list is unchanged; 
• init(C, v, o) returns an initial object environment, by mapping the formal parameters of C to v, and self to o, as in the type 1 semantics.
As a consequence of these changes, futures are eliminated as containers in the type 2 runtime syntax. In many other respects, the syntax is unchanged: syntactical conventions that are not modified from the type 1 runtime syntax above remain the same. In particular, we continue to assume the commutativity and associativity properties of configuration juxtaposition, now with the empty container list as unit.
Object closures wrap objects with their active tasks. clo(cn, o) is the closure of object o with respect to the configuration cn, namely, the multiset of all type 2 containers in cn of the form
returns the OID o, if all the type 2 containers in cn are objects and tasks with OID o. place(cn, u) places all object containers in the configuration cn at the node u, i.e., cn and place(cn, u) are identical, except that object containers have their NID replaced with u.
An important distinction between the reference semantics and the network-aware semantics is the absence of binding. For the standard semantics, name binding allows avoiding clashes between locally generated names. However, since all name generation in the mABS type 2 semantics below takes place in the context of a given NID, we can simply assume the existence of two operations newf(u) and newo(u), that return a new future and a new OID, respectively, that is globally fresh for the "current context", with newo(u) always distinct from ext .
We now present the mABS type 2 reduction rules. The first part, shown in Figure 7 , is carried over from the type 1 semantics in Figure 4 , with some minor modifications. First, CTXT-2 is dropped, since name binding is dropped from the type 2 runtime syntax. Second, WFIELD, IF-TRUE, IF-FALSE, WHILE-TRUE, and WHILE-FALSE are straightforwardly modified to account for the new runtime shape of objects. The remaining reduction rules are given in Figure 8 and Figure 9 ; these rules can be divided into groups as per below.
; while e {s1}; s)
. mABS type 2 reduction rules, part 1 T-SEND and T-RCV are concerned with the exchange of routing tables, which only takes place between distinct adjacent nodes. MSG-SEND, MSG-RCV, and MSG-ROUTE are used to manage message passing, i.e., reading a message from a link queue and transferring it to the appropriate object in-queue, and dually, reading a message from an out-queue and transferring it to the attached link queue. If the destination object does not reside at the current node, the message is routed to the next link. In MSG-RCV, note that the receiving node is not required to be present. However, its existence is enforced by the well-formedness condition for the network graph. MSG-DELAY-1, MSG-DELAY-2, and MSG-DELAY-3 are used to handle the cases where routing tables have not yet stabilized, or a message is unroutable. For instance, it may happen that updates to the routing tables have not yet caught up with object migration. In this case, a message may enter an object out-queue without the hosting node's routing table having information about the message's destination (MSG-DELAY-2). Another case is when a node receives a message on a link without knowing where to forward it (MSG-DELAY-1). This situation is particularly problematic, as a blocked message may prevent routing table updates to reach the hosting node, thus causing a deadlock. The solution we propose, which is implicit in the rules, is to use the network self-loop links, included in all wellformed networks, as buffers for unroutable messages that may or may not become routable. MSG-DELAY-3 allows messages on this link to be shuffled.
CALL-SEND-2, CALL-RCV-2, FUT-SEND, FUT-RCV produce and consume method call and future instantiation messages, respectively. A method call causes a local future identifier to be created and passed along with the call message. Upon receiving the call, the callee first initializes the received futures it does not already know about, and then augments the resulting local object environment to enact forwarding for the received future to the caller, when possible. The eventual return value becomes associated with the return future by the assignment to the constant ret during initialization of the task's local environment. FUT-SEND lets future instantiations be forwarded to objects in the forwarding list whenever the future is instantiated to a value locally, and FUT-RCV causes the receiving object to update its local environment accordingly. A future may itself be instantiated to a future, making it necessary to update the local forwarding list whenever FUT-SEND is used.
RET-2, GET-2, and NEW-2 handle the corresponding language constructs. Return statements cause the corresponding future to be instantiated, as explained above. Get statements read the value of the future, provided it has received a value, and new statements cause a new object to be created, initialized, and registered at the local node. The arguments provided to the new object may contain future identifiers, whose values must be duly forwarded to the new object by augmenting the old object's forwarding lists.
OBJ-REG registers a new object on the node on which it has been placed. The final rules concern object migration. Of these, the rule OBJ-SEND is global in that it is not allowed to be used in subsequent applications of the CTXT-1 rule. In this way, we can guarantee that only complete object closures are migrated. To remove an object closure cn from a configuration cn for migration, we take the multiset difference cn − cn .
All of the above rules are strictly local and appeal only to mechanisms directly implementable at the link level, i.e., they correspond to tests and simple datatype manipulations taking place at a single node, or accesses to a single node's link layer interface. The "global" property appealed to above for migration is merely a formal device to enable an elegant treatment of object closures; an object and all its tasks will always be co-located.
Initial configurations in the network-aware semantics are parameterized on a network graph, but are otherwise similar to their network-oblivious counterparts. OIDs o, and • l(u, q, u ) cn graph implies q = ε, for all u and u .
Definition 6.2 (Type 2 Initial Configuration). Consider a program

Type 2 Well-Formedness
Well-formedness in the case of the network-aware semantics must make sure that, e.g., multiple objects are never given identical names, and that futures are never assigned inconsistent values, as detailed below. A particularly delicate matter concerns the way future instantiations are propagated. It must be the case that either all objects that may at some time need the value of a future can also eventually receive it, or else no object is able to do so (due to task nontermination). This is the "future liveness" property in Definition 7.4 below. Definition 7.1 (Future Assignment). We say that a configuration cn assigns the value v to f if there is an object container o (o, a, u, qin, qout) cn, such that either π1(a(f )) = v or there is a message future(o, f, v) cn. If there is no such value, we say that f is unassigned in cn. Future) . Inductively, the future f is defined to be active for o in cn if either f occurs in a task environment or object environment related to o, or in a call message to o, or else f is active for o and cn assigns f to f .
Definition 7.2 (Type 2 Active
Definition 7.3 (Notification Path). Fix a type 2 configuration cn, an object container o(o, a, u, qin, qout)
cn and an OID o ∈ OID(cn). Let n be a nonnegative integer. Inductively, o is on the notification path of f by o in n steps, if n is the least number such that one of the following conditions hold: and π1(a(f )) = v.  2. n = 1, o = o, and future(o, f, v) cn. and call(o, o , f, m, v) cn. 5. n = 4, and call (o , o, f, m, v) cn. 6. n = n + 2, and o(o , a , u , q in , q out ) cn such that o ∈ π2(a (f )), and o is on the notification path of f by o in n steps. 7. n = 2n + n , with n and n nonnegative integers, if o is on the notification path of f by o in n steps, cn assigns f to f , and o is on the notification path of f by o in n steps.
Say that o is on the notification path of f , if o is on the notification path of f by some o in some number of steps.
Intuitively, the number of steps in a notification path is the number of events that need to take place before a future becomes assigned at the object, considering task evaluation a single event. For instance, if o has a task evaluating f and has added o to the forwarding list for f , it takes three steps for the value of f to reach o: the evaluation of the task, the sending of a future message, and the reception of that future message by o. The reduction rules guarantee that the number of steps in a notification path never increases. o(o, a, u, qin , qout ) cn, and either f is active for o in cn, a(f ) ↓, or cn assigns f to f and o is on the notification path of f , then o is on the notification path of f .
Definition 7.4 (Type 2 Well-Formedness
While type 2 well-formedness is more complicated than its type 1 counterpart, mainly to account for the distributed way of handling futures (in particular, when applying a context), it holds for initial configurations and is preserved under reduction in the type 2 semantics, as expected. Buffer Cleanliness is needed to prevent the formation of configurations that are deadlocked because an inor out-queue contains messages of the wrong type. External OID ensures that messages to ext are only transported to reflexive links, where they remain. For the last condition, we use the designation Future Liveness not to signify a guarantee that f will eventually be instantiated at an object, but to indicate that, if eventually f is instantiated somewhere, a notification path to the object exists along which the instantiation can be propagated.
Type 2 Contextual Equivalence
We adapt the notion of contextual equivalence to the type 2 setting. The initial problem is to define the type 2 correlate of the observation predicate. Say a configuration cn has the observation, or barb, obs = ext !m(v) if a corresponding call message call(ext , o, f, m, v) is located at the head of one of the self-loop link queues in cn. More precisely, the type 2 observability predicate cn ↓ obs holds just in case we have
for some cn , and hd(q) is defined and equal to call (ext , o, f, m, v) . Note that in the network-aware semantics, external call messages can always be shuffled on a reflexive link using MSG-DELAY-3, allowing specific calls to reach the head of the queue, to match observations in the reference semantics.
For type 2 context closure, a context is any configuration cn containing only object and task containers. Thus, contexts do not affect the underlying network graph. This definition is used, since, firstly, it is objects and tasks that induce computational behavior, and secondly, allowing contexts to augment the underlying graph by adding new nodes and links requires a much more complex account of network composition and well-formedness, left to future work.
With the observation predicate set up, the weak observation predicate is derived as in Section 5, and, as there, we define a type 2 witness relation as a relation that satisfies reduction closure, and barb preservation, with context closure defined as follows: if cn1 R cn2, cn is a context, and cn1 cn is WF2, then cn2 cn is WF2, and cn1 cn R cn2 cn. Type 2 contextual equivalence, 2, is the union of all such relations.
For a type 2 context configuration cn, produce a type 1 configuration by first mapping each object container o (o, a, u, qin, qout)  cn to o(o, a), each message call(o, o , f, m, v) found in some queue to c (o, f, m, v) , and each task to itself. Then, for all f active for some o in cn, add a future container f(f, v) if cn assigns v to f , and f(f, ⊥) if f is unassigned in cn. The resulting configuration is well-defined as long as object queues only contain messages that are object bound, which is the case for configurations that are WF2. With this proviso, we do not need to distinguish between the type 1 and type 2 equivalences, and hence we conflate the respective notions of witness relation and contextual equivalence, and use as the generic notion.
Normal Forms
We want to show that the type 1 behavior of an mABS program is preserved in the type 2 semantics. The key to the proof is a normal form lemma for mABS saying, roughly, that any well-formed type 2 configuration can be rewritten into a form where queues have been emptied of all routable messages, where routing tables have been in some expected sense normalized, where all futures that are Figure 10 . Algorithm 1 assigned a value somewhere are assigned a value everywhere the value might be needed, and where all objects have been moved to a single node. We perform this rewriting using two procedures. The first procedure stabilizes routing and empties link queues, except for external messages. The second procedure, which uses the first, empties object queues, propagates futures, and moves all objects to a single node. Due to space constraints, we defer many details to the technical report [4] .
In the scope of a configuration cn, we say that a message msg is routable whenever dst(msg) ∈ OID(cn), and unroutable otherwise.
Definition 9.1 (Stable Routing). Let cn be a type 2 configuration. Say that cn has stable routing, if for all containers n(u, t), o(o, a, u , qin, qout) cn, if nxt(o, t) = u , then there is a minimum length path from u to u in graph(cn) which visits u . ) . Let cn be a type 2 configuration. We say that cn has external link messages, if l(u, q, u ) cn and msg q implies msg is object bound and unroutable.
Definition 9.2 (External Link Messages
To converge to a configuration with stable routing, the idea is to empty link queues as far as possible, and let nodes simultaneously exchange routing tables. This is accomplished using Algorithm 1 in Figure 10 , where we hide uses of CTXT-1 to allow the transition rules to be applied to arbitrary containers. Write A1(cn) cn if cn is a possible result of applying Algorithm 1 to cn. The resulting configuration is almost unique, but not quite, since routing may stabilize in different ways.
Proposition 9.3. Algorithm 1 terminates.
Let t(cn) be the multiset of all tasks in cn, and let o1(cn) be the object multiset where, if o(o, a, u, qin , qout ) cn, there is a corresponding container o(o, a, u , q in , qout ) , such that the NID u has been adjusted to that of the receiving node if the object was in transit from u to u in cn, or u = u otherwise, and additionally, all messages in link queues in cn such that dst(msg) = o have been enqueued in some fixed order in qin to produce q in . Define the relation ∼ =1 to hold between multisets of object containers when there is a one-to-one mapping where containers only possibly differ in how in-queue messages are ordered. Finally, let m1(cn) be the multiset of both external and routable messages in cn. cn , then
Definition 9.6 (≡1). Define a binary relation R1 on type 2 configurations such that cn1 R1 cn2 whenever we have We say that cn1 ≡1 cn2 if cn1 and cn2 are WF2, and there exists configurations cn 1 and cn 2 such that
Corollary 9.7. If A1(cn) cn then cn ≡1 cn .
Proposition 9.8. ≡1 is a type 2 witness relation.
The second procedure, Algorithm 2, is shown in Figure 11 . Write A2(cn) cn if cn is a possible result of applying Algorithm 2 to cn. Initially, a node u is chosen towards which all objects will migrate during normalization. Normalization is then performed in cycles, with each cycle starting and ending in a configuration in stable form. In each cycle, one message is read from an object in-and out-queue. By well-formedness, object queues contain only call and future messages. Receptions of future messages may cause object environments to instantiate futures. This may cause new future instantiation messages to be enabled. Accordingly, those messages are generated and delivered to an object out-queue. Once this is done, objects not yet at u will be migrated towards u. Note that such migration does not require routing, and that network graph well-formedness guarantees that there is a path leading to u.
Proposition 9.9. Algorithm 2 terminates.
Let t2(cn) be the multiset of task containers tsk = t(o, l, s) such that we either have tsk cn, or there is a routable message
and s = body(o, m). Let m2(cn) be the multiset of external messages in cn. Let o2(cn) be the multiset of object containers o(o, a, u , ε, ε) such that u = u, for which all of the following holds:
• There is an object container o(o, a , u , qin, qout) cn.
• a(x) = a (x), for all variables x, and a(self) = a (self).
• a(f ) = (v, ε) if cn assigns v to f , and o is on the notification path of f in cn.
• a(f ) ↑, if f is unassigned in cn, a (f ) ↑, and there is no f such that cn assigns f to f and, additionally, o is on the notification path of f .
is an f such that cn assigns f to f and, additionally, o is on the notification path of f , with o defined as follows. Let f1, . . . , fn be all future assignments such that, for all fi, o is on the notification path of fi, and either cn assigns fi to f , or there is a sequence of assignments of futures fj starting from fi leading to f in cn. Let oi be the forwarding list such that
We use these functions to describe the effects of running Algorithm 2 on a configuration to normalize it, as is made precise in the following definition and proposition. We now give a notion of configuration equivalence up to normalization, which is key to our correctness argument. Definition 9.12 (≡2). Define a binary relation R2 on type 2 configurations such that cn1 R2 cn2 whenever We say that cn1 ≡2 cn2 if cn1 and cn2 are WF2 and there exists configurations cn 1 
Correctness
In this Section, we prove the correctness of the network-aware semantics by mapping a well-formed type 1 configuration bind z.cn in standard form to a well-formed type 2 configuration net(cn) with an arbitrary, but well-formed, underlying network graph. We then prove that the two configurations are contextually equivalent.
We first fix a well-formed graph represented as a configuration cn graph , containing a node with distinguished NID u0. Thus, cn graph consists of nodes and links only, with each node u in cn graph having the form n(u, t), and each link having the form l(u, ε, u ). The routing tables t are defined later.
We assume that names in the type 1 semantics are really symbolic, connected to concrete identifiers used in the type 2 semantics by means of an injective name representation map rep, taking internal names f , o in the type 1 semantics to names rep(f ), rep(o) in the type 2 semantics. We extend the name representation map rep to arbitrary values and task environments in the obvious way:
One problem in extending rep to object environments is that such environments in the type 2 semantics must be defined partially in terms of the type 1 environments (for object variables), and partially in terms of the future containers available in the "root configuration", since the type 1 semantics uses future containers in place of forwarding lists. To this end, we first define an auxiliary operation oenvmap(cn, ℘, rep) : FID → Val ⊥ on triples of type 1 configurations cn, pools ℘ of OID/FID constants, and name representation maps rep, as a function which gathers together assignments to futures as determined by the future containers in cn, as follows:
Fix now a root type 1 configuration cn0 and a large enough pool ℘0 of names (proportional to the size of cn0, and computed to conform to our naming policy). Assume that cn0 = bind z0.cn 0 where cn 0 does not have binders. Fix g = oenvmap(cn0, ℘0, ⊥) and cn graph as above. We can now extend rep to object environments as follows:
With expressions unspecified, we additionally need to assume that the representation map commutes with the expression semantics, i.e., that for all e, a, and l, it holds that rep( e (a,l) ) = e (rep(a),rep(l)) .
Another complication is that we need to represent type 1 call containers as messages in the type 2 semantics. Compared to type 1 call containers, type 2 call messages additionally contain the OID of the caller, which is added to the future forwarding list when the message is received. Since future forwarding lists are already extended maximally, it is possible to use the callee's OID as the caller OID when mapping containers to messages without affecting behavior, and put the call in the self-loop queue of u0, by defining
Given a name representation map rep, we now define the representation of a type 1 configuration as a transformer on type 2 configurations with the mapping net, as follows:
The only detail remaining to be addressed from above concerns the routing tables. For the node with NID u0, the initial routing table, t0, needs to have all object identifiers in OID(cn0) registered, i.e.,
For nodes n(u, t) where u = u0, we let t be determined by some stable routing, via Algorithm 1.
Definition 10.1 (Representation Map net)
. Let a network configuration cn graph and a name representation map rep be given for a WF1 configuration bind z.cn in standard form. Then, the type 2 representation of bind z.cn is net(cn) = net(cn, rep)(cn graph ).
In this mapping, which produces WF2 configurations, forwarding lists are overapproximated in comparison to how things normally work in the type 2 semantics, where future instantiations are forwarded only to objects that have actually received the associated futures. However, these extensions do not affect observable behavior.
Define a relation ∼ =2 that weakens ≡2, which relates WF2 configurations with the same network that yield the same results with respect to tasks, messages, and objects after running Algorithm 2, except that, possibly, the "future map" in an object in one configuration is extended when compared to the corresponding object in the other configuration. We obtain a lemma which relates transitions in the two semantics under this equivalence, leading up to the main result. For both properties of the lemma, the argument is by case analysis on the possible rules applied in the assumed reduction step, using the aforementioned commutativity of the expression semantics with rep where necessary to produce a desired configuration. The proof, deferred to the technical report [4] , proceeds by showing, with the help of Lemma 10.2, that the relation R = {(bind z.cn, cn ) | net(cn) ∼ =2 cn } , where bind z.cn is WF1 and in standard form and cn is WF2, is a type 2 witness relation. This is sufficient, since the identity relation is included in ∼ =2.
Concluding Remarks
The contribution of the paper has been to show that, using location independent routing, it is possible to devise novel and elegant network-based execution models for distributed object languages with fairly sophisticated features such as futures, and with attractive properties regarding correctness, performance, and scalability. Here, we focus on correctness, following the approach of earlier work on a simpler language without futures [5] . As there, the main result relies critically on the inherent nondeterminism of the network-aware semantics. In practice, a scheduler must resolve the choices left open, whence preservation of observations, and closure of reductions and contexts hold in only one direction. More precisely, after adding a scheduler, net(cn) still simulates bind z.cn, but not necessarily the converse.
In related work [11] , we study the use of the model presented here modified in detail for the ABS language core [10] to investigate decentralized runtime adaptability for objects, with promising results. The resulting language is more practical than mABS in that expressions and expression evaluation are fully defined, variable types are declared, and it includes a type system which guarantees that well-typed programs have safety properties that go beyond well-formedness as defined here. Our adaptability-oriented network-aware semantics differs from the type 2 semantics in that network and object configurations are separate, but synchronize on complementary labelled transitions to transfer data between a node and an object. This makes the interfaces between the network-layer and the object-layer more clear than in the present work.
Standard ABS and its extensions provide a comprehensive model of concurrent objects, related to the cobox model [13] , but without any concept of nodes, locations, or communication medium. Another difference is that the ABS unit of concurrency is an object group rather than a task, resulting in a more intuitive programming model without data races. A model with concurrent tasks as described here is still feasible to use by programmers, and can allow more efficient execution at multi-core nodes [8] .
A closely related precursor is Nomadic Pict [14] . In comparison with that work, which does not consider futures, we obtain a simpler and in our opinion more elegant correctness treatment, chiefly because our solution obviates the need for locking and consequently preemption, which has well-known detrimental consequences in a bisimulation-oriented setting. Past correctness analyses for languages with futures have been carried out, e.g., by Caromel et al. [2] and Henrio et al. [6] , but without an explicit treatment of distribution, communication, and routing. We consider the eager forward-based strategy more appropriate to our setting than a lazy or eager publish-subscribe (message-based) strategy, since it disperses the messaging load better among objects [7] , and thus, in balanced allocations, among nodes as well.
Scalability is not fully resolved in the present work. We use a rather naïve distance vector routing scheme which has unit stretch but is not compact: routing tables may need to contain on the order of one entry per object identifier in the system. For large networks with many objects, other routing schemes are needed. Besides more scalable and robust routing, the first direction for future work is to examine richer language semantics, specifically with respect to more dynamicity. In ongoing work, we are studying power control: adding an explicit knob to the network-aware semantics for turning nodes on and off. Further down the line, it is of interest to handle both crash failures and Byzantine failures. The second, parallel, avenue is to study performance adaptation in more realistic settings. In our work on adaptability [11] , our only management knob is object migration, and the management objective is to obtain good load balancing combined with good clustering properties. However, a real implementation will have many more management knobs such as buffer size, processor load, and power control.
